Access Constraints as of 06 November 2015

**Access, Please contact the Logistics Cluster Information.**

**Disclaimer:** The information displayed on this map can change at any time due to the current situation in Yemen. The Logistics Cluster cannot guarantee the accuracy or completeness of the information displayed and accepts no liability for reliance on the data. Please take care to verify the information before use. Please also note that the map reflects only confirmed information received by the cluster and does not cover all access issues in Yemen. The map does not reflect the political situation or address security issues.

**Critical Spot:**
- **Amran-Hajjah:** Bridge has been destroyed in Shiras. Alternative route is passable through Bayt Adhaqah.
- **Hamle, Rasyan and Tanah:** Bridges have been destroyed but the exact locations, unknown.

**Town Roads are passable for truck limited to 10/20 MT.**

**On-going assessments:***
- **Ahwar small town:** Town roads are passable for truck limited to 10/20 MT.
- **Jilah town:** Primary Road N4 highly affected by mud and flash floods.
- **Al Mukalla:**
  - **Road is passable, but with difficulties:**
  - **Road is passable, but with flooding:**

**Website:** [www.logcluster.org](http://www.logcluster.org)

**Prepared by:** OIMRA GIS Unit

**Data Sources:** UNGIWG, GeoNames, GAUL, WFP, LC